1. Few players can _______ Beckham in popularity here in Japan.
   (A) receive   (B) rival   (C) return   (D) renounced
2. Well, _______ all the confidence we’ve heard today, that is the partial truth.
   (A) direction   (B) departure   (C) dominating   (D) despite
3. Children as young as 12 may be given _______ patches to help them stop smoking.
   (A) nicotine   (B) nationwide   (C) nicety   (D) numeracy
4. In the UK, it’s _______ that 450 children a day start smoking.
   (A) exclude   (B) estimable   (C) estimation   (D) estimated
5. We know that young people become _______ nicotine, just as adults do.
   (A) dip in   (B) pick on   (C) take after   (D) dependent on
6. Doctors say unless that changes, they will become the health _______ of the future.
   (A) status   (B) statable   (C) statistic   (D) statedly
7. You just _______ www, dot, amazon, dot, com. That takes you to our website.
   (A) type   (B) key in   (C) kick   (D) data
8. We are very pleased because first of all we _______ our objectives.
   (A) academic   (B) ache   (C) adjust   (D) achieved
9. Where Amazon has succeeded is in making itself the best known _______.
   (A) online worker   (B) online shopper   (C) online retailer   (D) wholesaler
10. We, in December, have made a small operating _______.
    (A) promotion   (B) profit   (C) profound   (D) prohibit
11. We’re making money, and our _______ are really happy with our service.
    (A) crusts   (B) bosses   (C) employers   (D) customers
12. It’s gonna need a lot more sales before it’s really a money _______.
    (A) spinal   (B) spindle   (C) spinner   (D) spiny
13. Life without a mobile would be _______ for most of us.
    (A) unthinking   (B) undo   (C) redo   (D) unthinkable
14. The evidence at present suggests that there is no _______ effect of mobile phones on the general population of the UK.
    (A) diverse   (B) adverse   (C) advise   (D) allowed
15. The children should be _______ from chatting endlessly on their mobiles.
    (A) disclosure   (B) disclosed   (C) encouraged   (D) discouraged
16. If _______ from mobile phones causes any biological effect, we should pick it up.
    (A) radiation   (B) racial   (C) radium   (D) radial
17. Because their skulls are not fully thickened, their nervous system has not fully _______.
    (A) develop   (B) developed   (C) development   (D) developing
18. What the research projects are looking for are much more _______ effects.
    (A) sabot   (B) suet   (C) subtle   (D) stubble
19. They grew faster and showed signs of stress when _______ to microwave radiation from mobiles.
    (A) exposed   (B) express   (C) expressed   (D) exposing
20. They took me to hospital, where they told me I needed an _______.
    (A) evidence   (B) operation   (C) uterus   (D) armour
When making a request, he says, "Please," and then, "Thank you," when he receives something. He stands up. When a lady stands up, and he doesn’t sit down until she is _ (21)_ . He does not interrupt other people when they are talking, and he listens to what they have to say. He does not talk or laugh loudly _ (22)_ public. When eating, he doesn’t speak with his mouth _ (23)_ of food. He always says, "Bless you," when someone else _ (24)_ . And he uses a handkerchief when he sneezes or coughs. He is the perfect example of a _ (25)_ person.

21. (A) sat (B) sitted (C) seated (D) seating  
22. (A) in (B) on (C) to (D) at  
23. (A) filled (B) full (C) crowded (D) packed  
24. (A) sneezes (B) snores (C) skates (D) slaps  
25. (A) cruel (B) playful (C) stingy (D) polite

In addition to speaking with our voices, we also talk with our bodies. People often move their hands _ (26)_ what they are saying and to show the person listening to them _ (27)_ they are saying something important. They also make facial gestures, such as raising their eyebrows or tilting their heads at an angle. Listeners use gestures, too. They may nod their heads to show that they have understood or _ (28)_ them to indicate disagreement. While the power of speech gives us the ability to make a point, and the _ (29)_ of our voice indicates our mood, _ (30)_ is our body language that is often more meaningful than our words.

26. (A) increase (B) reduce (C) emphasize (D) decrease  
27. (A) whom (B) what (C) which (D) that  
28. (A) shake (B) shaken (C) shook (D) shaking  
29. (A) tone (B) tomb (C) tame (D) team  
30. (A) that (B) it (C) this (D) which

Have you ever dreamed your feet were stuck to the ground and you could not get off the railroad tracks in time to get away from the train that was speeding towards you? For thousands of years, people have tried to _ (31)_ what these kinds of dreams mean. Scientists and scholars _ (32)_ think they may have begun to understand. They think that these dreams mirror our real lives. If we understand our dreams, we might be able to improve our lives.

For example, being chased and yet unable to move often means that something in our lives seems hopeless. Nightmares _ (33)_ falling mean we are insecure about something important. When we _ (34)_ ourselves in helpless situations night after night, we can use this information to improve some of the things in our real lives. _ (35)_ , no one wants every dream to come true.

31. (A) turn out (B) make sense (C) figure out (D) look upon  
32. (A) like (B) alike (C) likely (D) as well as  
33. (A) include (B) includes (C) included (D) that include  
34. (A) dream of (B) dream (C) dream that (D) dream of that  
35. (A) At all (B) In all (C) Of all (D) After all
Ancient Greeks were romantic, loved freedom, and valued physical fitness and strength in their education of the youth. Their love of sports was in harmony (36) their religion. To honor their chief god, Zeus, they held games once every four years at the foot of Mt. Olympus. The games were (37) contests of sports, music, and literature. Only men (38) in the original games, and they did so in the nude. Athletes that had been selected and sent by cities (39) for prizes. Winners were awarded a crown of wild olive. When the olive crown was presented to the winner, there were people singing poems to express their respect. Greeks loved the games so much (40) they would stop any war in progress to let the athletes come and return home safely after the games.

36. (A) with (B) to (C) for (D) a long
37. (A) made up of (B) made of (C) made from (D) made in
38. (A) attended (B) took (C) did (D) participated
39. (A) to compete (B) compete (C) competed (D) competing
40. (A) and (B) that (C) because (D) but

三、文法測驗，請在以下各題中選出最適合答案（每題 2 分 共 20 分）

41. Cinderella was (A. beginning B. beginning C. begining) to worry about her shoes.
42. She does not (A. speak B. tell C. say) Spanish very well.
43. The sun was (A. shining B. shining C. shone), the birds were singing.
44. I think jack (A. was afraid B. has afraid C. afraids) of snake.
45. Were you (A. making B. doing C. did) homework?
46. There were a lot of people (A. laying B. lying C. lying) on the beach.
47. Jack was looking (A. for B. at C. in) a station on the radio.
48. He wasn’t (A. payed B. payin C. paying) attention and he hit a big hole.
49. The teenagers were (A. exchanging B. changing C. charging) the tire.
50. They were (A. tire B. tiring C. tired) but ready for their next adventure.